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Abstract—An 11-bit, 50-MS/s time-to-digital converter (TDC) using a multipath gated ring oscillator with 6 ps of effective delay per stage demonstrates 1st-order noise shaping. At frequencies below 1 MHz, the TDC error integrates to 80 fs (rms) for a dynamic range of 95 dB with no calibration required. The 157 × 258 μm TDC is realized in 0.13 μm CMOS and, depending on the time difference between input edges, consumes 2.2 to 21 mA from a 1.5 V supply.

Index Terms—Noise-shaping, phase detector, quantizer, ring oscillator, time-to-digital converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

As CMOS progresses toward finer scale geometries, there is pressing need for interface circuits to move away from their traditional analog focus and instead leverage digital circuits that take better advantage of Moore’s Law. A key focus area for such interface circuits are phase-locked loops (PLLs), which provide precise generation and/or alignment of timing signals for a wide variety of applications including frequency synthesizers, clock and data recovery circuits (CDRs), and clock generation. The traditional analog approach to implementing these systems is becoming undesirable due to its need for large loop filter capacitors and the complications of designing analog-intensive components, such as charge pumps, within CMOS processes that are progressively degrading analog process characteristics such as intrinsic gain (i.e., $g_m R_o$), leakage, and matching.

Recently, digital phase locked loops have emerged as a viable alternative to traditional PLLs [1]–[3]. As an example, Fig. 1 displays a digital PLL in the form of a fractional-N frequency synthesizer [4]. As shown in the figure, a digital filter is used in place of a traditional $RC$ loop filter, which has the benefit of removing the need for large loop filter capacitance and analog components such as charge pumps. However, there is now a need to use a time-to-digital converter (TDC) to achieve digital encoding of the phase error between reference and divider output, and a digitally-controlled oscillator (DCO) to allow interfacing to the digital loop filter. While there has been much progress on achieving high performance DCO circuits [1], [3], the development of high performance TDC circuits is currently an active research topic in the mixed-signal circuit community [5]–[10].

In this paper, we will focus on the issue of achieving high performance time-to-digital conversion in the form of a structure we call a Gated Ring Oscillator (GRO) TDC [11]. The key performance metrics that we will pursue are high resolution and high linearity in the TDC time-to-digital mapping characteristic, and low power and low area in its implementation. Unlike previous TDC implementations which essentially perform an operation analogous to FLASH [5] or two-step [7], [9] conversion in analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), the GRO structure performs an operation analogous to $ΣΔ$ ADCs by noise shaping the quantization noise of the TDC. Since the loop filter within the PLL acts to filter out the high frequency noise produced by the TDC, such noise shaping yields greatly improved effective resolution of the TDC time-to-digital mapping characteristic. To achieve such noise shaping, the GRO must process and store analog information corresponding to the quantization noise produced by the TDC. However, we will show that the GRO structure provides a purely digital circuit implementation to achieve such analog processing and storage.

An overview of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we begin by examining the characteristics of the commonly used delay chain TDC in order to highlight the key challenges to achieving a TDC with high resolution and high linearity. We then quickly review a basic implementation of the GRO TDC in order to explain its ability to perform noise shaping [4] with a purely digital implementation. In Section III, we present the key focus of this paper, which is a proposed multi-path implementation of the GRO [12] that dramatically improves its effective resolution and still preserves its noise shaping properties. Section IV provides details of achieving a robust and efficient implementation of the multi-path GRO, and Section V demonstrates its viability by showing measured results from a custom integrated circuit prototype in 0.13 μm CMOS. In particular, the prototype will demonstrate that less than 100 fs of rms error can be achieved over a bandwidth of 1 MHz given a 50 Msample/s rate on the
The TDC output \( T_{\text{in}}[k] \), to digital code output, \( \text{Out}[k] \) which has limited resolution and nonlinearity due to mismatch between delay stages. The limited resolution poses issues for integer-N frequency synthesizers and CDRs since it will cause nonlinear behavior such as limit cycles as encountered with bang-bang feedback systems [13]. This situation can be compared to the classic dead-zone in an analog phase detector, which is well-known to cause erratic limit-cycle behavior in integer-N PLLs. In the case of fractional-N frequency synthesizers, the time error varies in time according to the fractional division operation being performed, which effectively scrambles the quantization noise of the TDC and lowers the possibility of limit cycles occurring. However, the nonlinearity of the TDC dc transfer characteristic due to mismatch will cause noise folding of the quantization noise produced by dithering, which adversely impacts the noise performance of the synthesizer.

Given the above issues, when seeking a high performance TDC, the key goals are to lower the delay per stage so that high resolution is achieved, to achieve high matching between delay stages so that high linearity is achieved, and to prevent nonlinear behavior in the overall PLL such as limit cycles. While the use of future CMOS process will somewhat help the goal of lowering the delay per stage, the issue of mismatch will become increasingly problematic in cases where low power and area are essential. The issue of limit cycles in the PLL can be addressed through scrambling of the TDC quantization noise, as will next be described.

### A. The Benefit of Quantization Noise Scrambling

Fig. 3 illustrates the impact of noise and quantization noise scrambling on the dc transfer characteristics of a TDC. As shown in part (a) of the figure, the quantization effects of the classical delay chain TDC yield a dc transfer characteristic that has a staircase function (note that mismatch is being ignored in this case). As shown in part (b), the presence of a small amount of noise in the system, which is manifested as jitter on the start and stop edges as well as the internal signals of the TDC, acts to smooth the dc transfer characteristic but still yields a significant remnant of the staircase TDC nonlinearity. Finally, as shown in part (c), the presence of a high level of noise or purposeful scrambling effectively linearizes the dc transfer characteristic of the TDC. In such a case, it is common to assume that TDC quantization process primarily influences the PLL through the introduction of “white” quantization noise. For this to be true, note that the noise or scrambling action must be sufficiently “exciting” and large in comparison to the quantization step size of the TDC.

One might consider some of the traditional approaches to achieving properly scrambled quantization noise, such as intentionally modulating the TDC input with a sufficiently noisy signal in order to improve the randomness of the quantization error. Of course, the presence of such noise adds to the impact of the quantization noise, and can degrade the overall noise performance of the TDC. However, if the “noisy” signal is known and the gain of the TDC is well-characterized, this “noise” can then be subtracted from the TDC output. Unfortunately, this approach is challenged by the presence of mismatch between delay elements in the TDC, which greatly complicates the effort to accurately subtract the added noise from the TDC output. As such, it is worthwhile to consider an alternative approach to quantization noise scrambling in the TDC as offered by the proposed GRO TDC structure.

### B. Basic GRO Structure

Fig. 4 illustrates the key concepts of the gated ring oscillator (GRO) TDC [4], [11], which is similar to an oscillator-based TDC [14], [15] in that it measures the number of delay element transitions during a measurement interval as generated by a ring oscillator structure. However, unlike a traditional oscillator-based TDC, the GRO structure only allows the oscillator to have transitions (i.e., to be “gated” on) during a given measurement, and strives to freeze the ring oscillator state between measurements.

The benefit of gating the oscillator is that the residue occurring at the end of a given measurement interval, \( T_{\text{stop}}[k - 1] \), can be transferred to the next measurement interval, \( T_{\text{start}}[k] \). To see how this results in first-order noise shaping, we first note that

\[
T_{\text{start}}[k] = T_{\text{stop}}[k - 1].
\]
Second, by examining Fig. 4 and then combining with (1), the overall quantization error for a given measurement interval, $T_{\text{error}}$, is given as

$$T_{\text{error}}[k] = T_{\text{stop}}[k] - T_{\text{start}}[k]$$

$$= T_{\text{stop}}[k] - T_{\text{stop}}[k-1].$$

This discrete-time first-order difference operation on the baseline noise process, $T_{\text{stop}}[k]$, corresponds with a first-order noise shaping in the frequency domain.

To gain a practical understanding of the GRO TDC, Fig. 5 displays a conceptual implementation of the oscillator core [11]. In essence, the GRO adds gating functionality to a classical inverter-based ring oscillator by placing transistor switches in series with the positive and negative power supply connections for each inverter. When the switches are closed, oscillation is enabled and the ring of inverters behaves identically to a classical ring oscillator (Fig. 5(a)). Conversely, when the switches are open, the inverter delay element is unable to charge or discharge the parasitic output capacitance, and as a result oscillation is suspended (Fig. 5(b)). The oscillator phase at the end of the enabled state is then held during the disabled state with the charge stored on the parasitic capacitance of the delay elements.

A subtle aspect to the GRO-TDC is that, along with the quantization noise, the delay element mismatch is also first-order shaped. To see this more clearly, let us examine the sequencing of delay elements for successive TDC conversions, as shown in Fig. 6. What is evident in this figure is that the selection of delay elements for a given input is equivalent to the well-known barrel-shift algorithm [16] for dynamic element matching. Similar to the transfer of quantization error, the mismatch errors for one sample are also passed along to and subtracted from the following sample.

Finally, along with the first-order shaping of the quantization and mismatch error, we can also say that the GRO-TDC quantization error is intrinsically scrambled. To explain, if we assume that the ring oscillator is free-running with respect to the time intervals that it is measuring, then $T_{\text{stop}}[k]$ from Fig. 4 will take on a uniform distribution over the interval $[0, T_q]$, where $T_q$ is the delay per stage as in Fig. 2. Note that this logic can also be extended to include quantization error from delay element mismatch.

In summary, the GRO TDC can achieve intrinsic scrambling of its quantization and mismatch error, as well as first-order noise shaping. As such, there is no need to perform calibration...
of the TDC to achieve high resolution and linearity, even in the presence of large mismatch. As with other delay-based TDCs, the GRO may require calibration of its overall gain due to the influences of process and temperature variations on the delay per stage. However, such TDC gain calibration can be achieved in a continuous manner without significant difficulty, as discussed in [1] and [4].

III. MULTIPATH GATED RING OSCILLATOR

While the basic GRO structure discussed in the previous section (Fig. 5) offers scrambling and noise shaping benefits over classical TDC structures, its effective resolution is still related to the delay per stage that is achieved in the structure. As such, reduction in the delay per stage is the chief means of improving its resolution. In this section, we will present a multi-path implementation technique for the GRO which achieves over a factor of 5 improvement in resolution over the basic GRO structure discussed in the previous section. The resulting quantization noise of the GRO-TDC is effectively reduced to the point where thermal and 1/f noise in the GRO becomes the dominant noise source at low frequencies, and the impact of the first order shaped quantization noise can be completely eliminated by the lowpass filtering action of the PLL.

The key idea of the proposed GRO structure is to leverage multi-path techniques that have previously been demonstrated for ring oscillators to lower the effective delay per stage of the oscillator [17], [18]. As shown in Fig. 7, a classical ring oscillator, which is shown in part (a) of the figure, taps only the previous delay stage output for its input. In contrast, a multi-path ring oscillator, which is shown in part (b) of the figure, taps several previous delay stages in order to speed up the transition time at the output of the delay stage, and thereby lowers the effective delay per stage.

Note that there are other possibilities for achieving an effective reduction in the delay per stage of the GRO. One such possibility is to realize the GRO as $M$ coupled gated oscillators, each with $N$ stages, which theoretically reduces the effective delay per stage by a factor of $M$ [19], [20]. One issue that must be carefully considered for a system of coupled oscillators, and especially for the GRO, is how to initialize and maintain oscillation within the primary mode. Because the very premise of the GRO is that it will be stopped and started at the same phase state with no intervention or reset operation, we need to achieve a well-defined oscillation through the gating operation. As such, the multi-path structure offers a potentially simpler implementation than this coupled oscillator structure, the details of which are described in the following two subsections.

A. Multi-Path Delay Cell

To achieve the multi-path GRO implementation, we must modify the basic inverter delay structure so that it allows multiple inputs. There are several means of accomplishing this, as shown in Fig. 8. The first is to asymmetrically connect the pMOS and nMOS inputs to different delay stage outputs (Fig. 8(a)) [17], which allows an earlier arrival of the input transition to the slower pMOS transistor, thereby speeding up the average delay per stage. Alternately, multiple connections to entire inverter cells can be made (Fig. 8(b)) [18] to improve the delay per stage while maintaining stable primary mode oscillation. In both cases, the effective delay through the stage has been reported to be reduced by a factor of 2 in the context of realizing a ring oscillator [17], [18].

In contrast, consider that each of the above techniques can be combined together to result in an unrestricted set of transistor connections as shown in Fig. 8(c). In the proposed topology, $K$ transistors connect to a set of output stages \( \{V_{O(1-N)}(\cdots), V_{O(1-N)}(\cdots), \cdots, V_{O(1-N)}(\cdots)\} \), which gives the designer a larger optimization space compared with Fig. 8(a) and (b). Specifically, the connection and size of each transistor in the delay cell can be independently adjusted, and the overall design can be fully optimized. We will show later in the paper that the prototype GRO decreases the effective delay per stage by a factor of 5–6 while maintaining a stable and robust oscillation.

B. Design of the Proposed Multi-Path GRO

Fig. 9 displays the overall multi-path GRO that is achieved by cascading the unrestricted delay structures presented in Fig. 8(c).
within a ring topology. To achieve the desired gating functionality in the same manner as previously described for the basic GRO structure, each delay cell is modified by appropriately placing switches above and below the inverter core. As revealed by the figure, there are numerous design choices including the number of stages employed, and the choice of each delay stage connection as well as its weight (i.e., the size of the connection device). We will briefly discuss such design issues in the next few paragraphs.

Let us first consider the number of stages \( N \) that is appropriate for use in the GRO-TDC application. Counting and measuring the GRO outputs with standard digital logic places an upper bound on the oscillation frequency of 2 GHz in 0.13 \( \mu \)m CMOS, which along with the achievable delay per stage places a bound on the minimum value for \( N \). Another issue for choosing \( N \) is that a prime value inherently has better rejection of undesirable modes than does a value of \( N \) with large odd factors, such as 45 = 3 \( \times \) 15 = 5 \( \times \) 9. As a result of these considerations, we chose \( N = 47 \) for our prototype.

To set the delay cell transistor connections and sizes, we used a soft design procedure based on empirical simulation results in combination with the desire to minimize layout complexity and area. A useful metric for evaluating designs is the power-delay product, which can achieve a local minimum for a well-designed multi-path oscillator. Another useful indicator of stability, albeit somewhat qualitative, is the steady-state start-up time of the oscillator when given a minor charge injection onto one of the oscillator nodes.

Although simulation is used for final assignment of connections and weights, there are a number of guidelines that are also useful to generate a first-pass design that is relatively close to optimal. As discussed earlier in regard to Fig. 8(a), connecting the slower pMOS transistors to stages farther away than the nMOS connections results in better efficiency. Depicted in Fig. 9, the pMOS connections are then made the 13th and 11th preceding stages \( \{V_{\alpha(i-13)}, V_{\alpha(i-11)}\} \). Another consideration is to properly distribute the weight of connections across the entire set, which aids in establishing the primary oscillation mode. Therefore, nMOS connections are made to \( \{V_{\alpha(i-9)}, V_{\alpha(i-5)}, V_{\alpha(i-1)}\} \).

In terms of sizing, a larger weight is assigned to the connections with longest distance, with only a small drive from the immediately preceding stage. To facilitate a compact and simple layout, the same number of equal-width fingers (5) is used for each of the four levels in the transistor stack (pMOS switch, pMOS inverter, nMOS inverter, nMOS switch). For optimal power and speed, the switch transistors are sized wider than the total width of the inverter core transistors.

IV. MEASUREMENT CIRCUITS

While we have thus far focused on achieving high performance for the core gated oscillator portion of the GRO by lowering the effective delay per stage, the function of counting its edges during a given measurement interval becomes challenging when trying to achieve a reliable implementation with low power and area. Aside from the issue of power and area, one must also be careful to avoid corruption in the counting process as this will easily destroy the noise shaping properties of the GRO and therefore degrade its performance. With such issues in mind, we now present an efficient approach to counting the GRO edges during each measurement interval. To simplify our discussion, we consider a basic GRO structure first, and then show additional techniques that address the added complexity of the multi-path GRO structure.

A. ILLUSTRATION WITH A SIMPLE GRO

The task of the measurement circuitry is simply to calculate the number of delay element transitions that occur during each sample, which could simply be implemented with \( 2N \) counters \( (N \) for each the positive and negative transitions). However, for the GRO, counting all of the delay element output transitions is much more expensive in terms of area and power than is sampling the outputs with a digital register. Fig. 10 illustrates the basic concept of calculating the GRO-TDC output by quantizing the oscillator state with registers, mapping the state into a discrete phase count, and then performing a first-order difference on each sample.

In sampling the phase information of the oscillator state, we need to account for wrapping that occurs when the transitions travel farther than the number of delay cells within a given measurement interval. Assuming \( N \) stages, the quantized phase state of the GRO is limited to \( 2^N \) levels (which corresponds to \( 2\pi \) in phase of the oscillator). To account for wrapping, we separate the phase into two components: a fine phase residual that is calculated from the registers, and a coarse phase that accumulates \( 2N \) (in the figure \( N = 15 \)) each time the oscillator phase wraps around. The coarse phase accumulation can simply be implemented by counting the positive transitions of a chosen delay element, with an overflow bit to correct for exceeding the counter range.

If a double-counting error in the counter is made in this topology, it is likely that the TDC output will be wrong by at least \( 2N \), since the counter output is amplified by this value. This magnitude of error lacks noise-shaping and would likely be very disruptive at the application level. To prevent such errors, we therefore propose the use of a de-glitch circuit at the counter input that employs two techniques to avoid double-counting. As shown in Fig. 11, the proposed de-glitch logic combines the
latching action from the first half of the state register along with logic that only allows the counter to observe phase rotation in a single direction.

To explain further, in addition to the original GRO output to be counted, \( V_{\text{counter}} \), the de-glitch circuit monitors a second GRO output, \( V_{\text{de-glitch}} \), whose transitions occur just before \( V_{\text{counter}} \) and in the same direction. When the two de-glitch inputs share the same logic level, the counter observes their state, but when the inputs do not have the same value, the counter input is held constant with positive feedback. In this way, a logically ambiguous state of \( V_{\text{counter}} \) during the gating operation is resolved to ensure measurement accuracy and to preserve the GRO noise-shaping.

### B. Multi-Path GRO-TDC Implementation Details

Although we can leverage a similar phase-sampling approach for counting edges in the multi-path GRO structure, we must modify it appropriately to account for the fact that its phase state is much more complicated. For example, in contrast to the inverter-based topology, each delay element in the multi-path oscillator may begin transitioning well before the preceding stage is close to completing its own transition. In this case, the sequence of transitions may be deterministic within a specific realization, but predicting this exact sequence prior to measurement is extremely challenging, and in addition there is the possibility that two transitions could cross their respective logical thresholds in a random order. Because a predictable relationship between the transition sequences is required for the state-to-phase logic, the GRO state ambiguity becomes a primary challenge.

One potential way to solve this issue is to create an algorithm that populates a dynamic look-up table based on observing the TDC output, but this approach is cumbersome and inefficient. Alternately, we could simply revert back to counting each of the delay element outputs independently, but we have already discussed the associated drawbacks in this case. Fortunately, there is a compromise between having a single counter and having \( 2N \) counters.

Fig. 12 illustrates the concept of partitioning the entire GRO state into 7 smaller measurement cells. Here we choose enough cells and distribute the cell inputs so that instead of having multiple ambiguous inputs in the state-to-phase logic, there is at most one delay element in transition per cell at any given time. The tradeoff in this approach is the increased power of having one counter for each cell instead of one counter for the entire GRO. This small penalty is far outweighed by re-establishing the predictable sequence of states, at least with respect to each individual cell. The measurement cells can then independently calculate their outputs, which are then simply summed together in the final step to result in the overall TDC output.

Finally, we show a system block diagram for the proposed 47-stage multi-path GRO-TDC in Fig. 13. Although we have
Fig. 12. A geometric view of an example multi-path GRO state illustrating (a) the unpredictable transition sequence considering the entire multi-path oscillator, and (b) a partitioned approach that re-establishes predictable transition sequences within each of the 7 independent measurement cells.

Fig. 13. Overall system block diagram for the proposed 47-stage multi-path GRO-TDC.

discussed at some length the GRO core and the measurement cells, a few other digital circuit blocks are also needed within the TDC. The timing generation block takes a start and stop signal input, generates the differential Enable signal, and sufficiently buffers Enable in order to drive the GRO core with modest rise and fall times (and correspondingly modest jitter). In addition, the timing generation block derives the other clocking signals as required by the measurement cells. Last, the output adder receives all of the calculated outputs from each of the measurement cells and sums them to result in the overall GRO-TDC output.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A microphotograph depicting an 11-bit GRO-TDC 1.0 mm × 1.0 mm die fabricated in 0.13 μm CMOS is shown in Fig. 14. Within the chip, the active silicon area of the larger 11-bit GRO-TDC is 258 μm × 157 μm.

The 0.13 μm CMOS process used for the prototype supports up to a 1.5 V supply. Since higher supply voltage leads to a shorter delay per stage, we will present measurement results at 1.5 V in order to examine the best practical performance of the GRO. At this voltage setting, the nominal delay per stage is 6 ps. However, proper operation of the prototype GRO was verified across a supply voltage range of 1.0 to 1.6 V, with lower voltages yielding longer delays per stage but also lower power consumption.

The power consumption of the GRO-TDC is a linear function of the width of the enable signal corresponding to its input. At 1.5 V supply and 50 MS/s operation, the power ranges from 2.2 mW to 21 mW as the width of the enable pulse sweeps from a small to large value. The GRO-TDC is operational past 100 MS/s, although here the range becomes constrained by the sampling period. Note that in a typical PLL application, a large input range is only required for obtaining lock, and in normal operation a small enable width can be forced through feedback [4].

The measured multi-path delay of 6 ps represents an improvement factor of over 5 compared to an inverter-based GRO-TDC delay of 30–35 ps under the same voltage supply and operating conditions [11]. This result verifies the significant benefit
in raw resolution that multi-path oscillators can offer for TDC applications.

The GRO-TDC can measure a time difference between edges created by two distinct time sources, however the overall jitter in such a measurement is significantly larger than the internal TDC noise. Therefore, this setup is only used for the large-signal inputs, and for more precise measurements we simply measure the delay of a single off-chip digital buffer (i.e., the relative difference in time between the buffer input and output transitions). In this case, the phase noise of the reference frequency does not contribute to the input signal, and the small noise contribution from the buffer is expected to be comparable to the internal TDC noise. Additionally, the power supply of the buffer can then be modulated to superimpose a very small ac input signal with a dc level.

Fig. 15 shows the both the frequency and time domain GRO-TDC 50-MS/s output with a 26 kHz input of 1.2 ps, in addition to a dc level of about 1.6 ns. In (a), the 65,536 point FFT is performed with a Hanning window on 20 sequential collects before being averaged to result in the double-sided power spectral density as shown. The measured results have very good agreement with the theoretical first-order noise-shaping, as shown by the thick grey dotted line and given by

\[ S_q(f) = \frac{1}{T} \frac{(T_q)^2}{12} [1 - e^{-2\pi f T}]^2 \quad (4) \]

where \( T \) is the TDC sample rate. The wide, shaded horizontal line in Fig. 15 shows that the low frequency power spectral density of the GRO-TDC output is dominated by \( 1/f \) noise and is comparable to what ideally would be produced by a 50 MS/s classical quantizer (i.e., scrambled quantization errors without noise shaping) with 1 ps steps.

By looking at the time domain output after digitally filtering with a 1 MHz bandwidth in Fig. 15(b), the GRO-TDC is clearly able to resolve a 1.2 ps signal. In fact, the integrated noise of the GRO-TDC from 2 kHz to 1 MHz is below 50 \( \text{ps rms} \), which includes the noise of both the GRO and the off-chip buffer delay.

When considering the profile of the thermal noise in the output spectrum, recall that the GRO-TDC measures the time difference between the start and end of its enable period. This means that thermal noise in the delay stages will only introduce jitter while the GRO is enabled during a given measurement, and it also implies that random jitter will not accumulate across multiple measurements. As such, the effect of such thermal noise is to add white noise to the GRO-TDC output (as opposed to the phase noise profile of a ring oscillator, which has a \( 1/f^2 \) frequency dependence). A short enable time will yield a small amount of measurement jitter, or output noise variance due to thermal noise, and a long enable window leads to increased densities of white noise in the output spectrum.

With the noise-shaping operation now verified, let us consider again the ideal dc transfer function from Fig. 3(c). Interestingly, we do observe a small deadzone in the multi-path GRO for the special case when the input time is close to an integer multiple of the GRO period, \( T_{\text{in}} = KT_{\text{osc}} \), where \( K \) is an integer and \( T_{\text{osc}} = 2NT_q \). This result is shown in Fig. 16(a), where the slope of the transfer function becomes zero for this input value.

To briefly explain this deadzone behavior, consider that the process of gating the oscillator will introduce a small gating error to each measurement, with the gating error taking on a value that depends on circuit issues such as charge injection, charge redistribution within the inverter core, and the relative shape of the differential Enable signal [21]. If we assume proper scrambling of the GRO, as caused by a sweeping action of the phase error value across progressive measurements, the gating error will be statistically independent of the TDC input, and will therefore simply contribute to the noise floor and overall offset of the TDC. However, if the sweeping action of the phase error is too slow, which occurs under conditions described in [21], the gating error will not be properly scrambled such that its impact becomes dependent on the value of the TDC input. As described in [21], this signal dependence can lead to “injection-locking” of the GRO phase to that of the TDC sample rate, which in turn leads to a deadzone in the overall TDC transfer characteristic. One important note to make is that the multi-path GRO architecture is much less sensitive to this issue than is a classical ring oscillator [11], thanks to the distributed delay elements.

No deadzones are evident for GRO-TDC outputs other than at \( 2NK \) (e.g., Fig. 16(b)), and the size of the worst-case deadzone is found to be only 1.1 ps. Assuming that the size of this

---

Fig. 15. Measured GRO-TDC output for a 1.2 ps, 26 kHz input signal. (a) plots the signal and power spectral density in the frequency domain, and (b) is a transient view of the output after digital low-pass filtering with a 1 MHz bandwidth.
Fig. 16. A measured dc transfer characteristic for the multi-path GRO-TDC that demonstrates (a) the presence of small deadzones for TDC outputs at $2N/75^\circ$, and (b) linear behavior for integer TDC outputs.

Fig. 17. Raw measured GRO-TDC output for a 26 kHz input signal with an amplitude near full-scale.

deadzone corresponds with the peak-to-peak non-ideality for the entire GRO phase state, we can expect that the GRO-TDC output noise will generally be dominated by $1/f$ and quantization noise as shown in Fig. 15. In a system application with constant input (such as an integer-N PLL), avoiding the small range of GRO-TDC outputs that correspond with $2KN$ is quite straightforward.

To illustrate the full 11-bit operation of the GRO-TDC, Fig. 17 plots raw output data from the chip when a 26 kHz input is applied with amplitude near full-scale (11 bits). The dynamic range in a 1 MHz bandwidth is calculated to be 95 dB, or an equivalent range of 15.5 bits. The TDC efficiency is calculated for a 1 MHz bandwidth to be 0.23 pJ/step, which is almost identical to the efficiency calculated with full bandwidth due to the GRO quantization noise-shaping (0.20 pJ/step). A summary of the performance is shown in Table I.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have described a prototype GRO-TDC with first-order noise-shaping that achieves state-of-the-art performance in terms of resolution, range, power, and area, with no calibration of differential nonlinearity required. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a noise-shaping time-to-digital converter with the ability to accurately transfer error across a gap of inactivity from one measurement to the next.

Because of the very high resolution that is possible with the GRO-TDC, the applications that will significantly benefit from this technology are likely to be the most demanding in terms of performance. The fundamental architecture of the GRO-TDC is compact, efficient, and simple, and therefore can be easily adapted to many other less demanding applications as well, especially if techniques are used to trade resolution for power. Finally, we anticipate that as TDC become more adapted into integrated systems, the use of digital, high-performance TDC such as the GRO will become more sophisticated, and perhaps lead to the enabling of system architectures that would not be practical in a previous technology.
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